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The strong growth of cash in circulation in Hungary seen in recent years seemingly contradicts the changes in payment habits and can also be interpreted to show that the development of the Hungarian payment system is falling behind relative to other countries in Europe. Placing the Hungarian data in an international context, this study attempts to provide a true and accurate picture of the situation with cash usage in Hungary and uses the relevant literature to present the trends in cash demand observed globally. One important conclusion is that, in terms of their nature, transactional cash demand and cash demand for savings purposes are clearly separated, with the latter primarily responsible for the expansion of the volume of cash on a global scale. While the growth seen in Hungary may be high in European comparison, taking into consideration changes in interest rate levels and GDP it cannot be seen as extreme. Based on international trends, the realistic goal for Hungary should primarily be to decelerate the expansion, as experiences show that a nominal decrease in cash volume requires the long-term and concurrent existence of several factors.
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1. Introduction

Today, people in practically all countries around the world are experiencing a transformation of payment habits first hand. Hungary is no exception: one need only think of music festivals that have gone cashless or, for that matter, the fact that most street fairs now also accept card payments, and there are also churches where donation boxes have been replaced by card reader terminals. These phenomena are also confirmed by the Payment Systems Report (MNB 2019a) published by the Magyar Nemzeti Bank (MNB). In terms of the number of transactions and total value, bank card payments increased by approximately
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25 per cent in Hungary between 2017 and 2018, and today more than three quarters of transactions are conducted in stores that allow for electronic payment. Recent years have seen contactless cards gain ground at an explosive rate, and various mobile payment solutions are also increasingly widely available.

The public has become aware of the concept of the ‘cashless state’ through the example of Sweden, but there are also frequent reports on the Netherlands and Great Britain, showing them to be front-runners in the widespread utilisation of electronic payments. Instant cashless payment solutions are undergoing continuous development, their speed and reliability are increasing year after year and, in addition, increased attention is being directed to blockchain or ‘distributed ledger’ (DLT) technologies which may applied in the area of payments by both companies and central banks (see for instance Bech et al. 2017, FIS 2018). At the same time, the expansion of cash volume in various countries is also a generally observed international phenomenon, which seemingly contradicts the development of payment systems. According to MNB data, the value of forint banknotes and coins in circulation has been increasing continuously since 2012, at an average annual rate exceeding 10 per cent, surpassing HUF 6,500 billion by December 2019. The increase in cash demand was particularly strong in 2018 with an outflow of over HUF 850 billion from the central bank in a single calendar year. But this is not just true for Hungary. Examining data from foreign central banks, we can establish that practically all states in the world were faced with similar phenomena in the past decade.

What is then the truth about cash and what can we expect in the coming years? This paper first briefly presents the growth of cash in circulation in Hungary observed in recent years, introduces and organises the relevant studies published in international literature relating to cash demand, and then, in light of these data, attempts to interpret domestic processes, while detailing certain foreign examples worthy of study. Then – again relying on international literature – it focuses on the future of cash and the opportunities for cashless economies.

2. Changes in domestic cash demand

Based on MNB data, in terms of value, cash in circulation in Hungary has increased by 14 per cent on average each year since 2012, surpassing HUF 6,500 billion by December 2019. This is in sharp contradiction with public opinion, according to which, as a result of continuously developing electronic solutions, cash as a means of payment is now considered outdated and old-fashioned.

In the past decade, Hungary simultaneously saw both a sharp increase in cash in circulation and the swift spread of electronic payment solutions. The OCR (online cash register) database, containing the data of stores required to use online cash
registers, provides an accurate picture of purchase transactions broken down by various payment methods from 2015, but in order to examine a longer time horizon, it is more expedient to rely on other estimates. One possible method – as applied, for example, by Khiaonarong – Humphrey (2019) – is to compare the value of annual household consumption and the annual value of purchases made by electronic payment as shown in Figure 1. The Figure shows that while the value of electronic purchases has more than tripled since 2012, the remaining part of annual consumption – which may be considered a nearly accurate approximation of cash purchases – essentially stagnated. This indicates that the increase of cash in circulation is not the result of a change in household payment habits.

At the same time, it is important to stress that – despite the rise in the use of cashless payment solutions – cash continues to be the means of payment used most frequently and in the highest value in Hungary. According to the Payment Systems Report published by the MNB (2019a), in 2017, in terms of transaction numbers 85 per cent of purchases executed on online cash registers were made in cash, while in terms of value the figure was 68 per cent. The ratio of cash transactions registered decreased by more than 5 per cent between 2015 and 2017, but the total number of such transactions dropped by only 1 per cent. It is a telling research result that – according to a 2018 survey based on self-declaration
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1 Stores required to use online cash registers by the National Tax and Customs Administration primarily represent the retail sector.
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– 46 per cent of the Hungarian population uses only cash to make day-to-day purchases, while 28 per cent use both cash and card payments and only 26 per cent prefer cashless solutions (Végső et al. 2018).

Understanding the apparent contradiction between the rising cash demand and the counter-directional change in consumer habits is facilitated by awareness of the fact that the strong growth of cash in circulation seen in recent years primarily involved the highest-denomination, 20,000 HUF banknotes. The quantity of this particular denomination in circulation almost tripled between 2012 and 2019, while the growth for 10,000 HUF notes was approximately 70 per cent, with a 25–40 per cent increase observed for smaller denominations (the distribution by value among the various denominations is shown in Figure 2). Although no methodologically sound, quantified estimates have been made in Hungary as yet, it can be reasonably assumed that the majority of high-denomination banknotes do not serve transactional purposes, and instead are used for medium- to long-term savings purposes. Consequently, the increase of this part of cash in circulation is independent of the spread of electronic payment solutions and is instead impacted by other factors (for example, the permanently low interest rate environment or the fear of economic instability, for more details see Chapters 3.2. and 4.3.).

Increased demand for high-denomination banknotes was observed to varying degrees in many other countries as well, and as such the phenomenon also drew the attention of central banks. Examining data from Great Britain, Australia and Canada, Flannigan – Parsons (2018), for example, showed significant correlation between housing prices, the value of renovations and the turnover of high-denomination banknotes, while other explanatory factors included the fear of financial instability.

![Figure 2: Distribution of the value of cash in circulation in Hungary by denomination between 2006 and 2018](Source: MNB)
The savings-related motivation of domestic demand for cash is also supported by the fact that based on HCSO data on national accounts, the assets of Hungarian households held in cash nearly doubled between 2013 and 2018, rising from HUF 2,537 billion to HUF 4,788 billion. The change in saving habits, along with other factors impacting cash demand, is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.3.

3. What do we need cash for?

In order to understand the situation of cash, examined in either a domestic or international comparison, it is not enough to speak merely of general cash demand. In practically all countries in the world, transactional cash demand and cash demand for savings purposes can be clearly separated, which may simultaneously be characterised by opposing movements. In addition – although slightly overlapping with the previous two categories – separate mention must be given to demand from abroad for the currency of a given country, as well as the cash usage of the shadow economy, which is linked to illegal activities (for instance, tax avoidance, black labour, smuggling) and which, given its nature, is particularly difficult to estimate.

3.1. Transactional cash demand

Historically, the primary purpose of the creation of cash was to facilitate the exchange of various goods and services. Banknotes and coins retain this function to this date, but starting from the second half of the 20th century, numerous other solutions surfaced in this area, from the issuing of cheques through transfers between bank accounts and card payments all the way to solutions provided by mobile phones.

The spread of cashless payments naturally reduces the ratio of cash within transactional turnover, but banknotes and coins still remain the most popular and most widely used means of payment in the world (G4S 2018). Compared to other areas of cash use, transactional cash demand and the changes therein are relatively easy to estimate, either using commercial data services such as the Hungarian online cash register database, or representative retail surveys (that typically also contain payment diaries). Such surveys and research are regularly published by the European Central Bank (Esselink – Hernández 2017) and the Fed (Greene – Stavins 2018), as well as by other central banks, such as Switzerland (Schweizerische Nationalbank 2018), Germany (Deutsche Bundesbank 2018), the Netherlands (Jonker et al. 2018), Canada (Fung et al. 2015), Japan (Fujiki – Tanaka 2018) and Australia (Doyle et al. 2017); recent analyses based on Hungarian data are also available (Végső et al. 2018 and Ilyés – Varga 2015).

One common element of the referenced studies is that – although the popularity of cash as a means of payment is considered permanent in many places, including
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they typically report a relative decrease in transactional cash usage which, however, in the specific countries is not accompanied by a drop in overall demand for cash. According to the estimates of Fujiki – Tanaka (2018), during 2017 in Japan the value of transactional cash demand replaced by electronic payments represented merely 0.4 per cent of total currency in circulation. There is general consensus among economists with regard to the fact that demand for cash is now primarily defined by the need for savings (Assenmacher et al. 2019; Bech et al. 2018; Flannigan – Parsons 2018; Jobst – Stix 2017).

Various socio-demographic factors clearly impact the cash usage of households for transactional purposes, but the specific nature and direction of these impacts can vary greatly from nation to nation. One illustrative example concerning the results of relevant questionnaire surveys is that in Hungary, preferences for payment methods (primarily cash and bank cards) are strongly influenced by academic qualification and household income, while age in itself shows little correlation with payment habits (Végső et al. 2018). By contrast, examining the same issue in France (Politronacci et al. 2018), qualifications and income were found to be insignificant in terms of cash usage, while age was closely linked to the choice between different methods of payment.

However, the findings of Sisak (2011) and Arango-Arango – Suárez-Ariza (2019) seem to have more general validity, according to which, based on international data, the variables expressing the level of development of countries’ payment systems show strong negative correlation with transactional cash demand. It has also been widely shown that the subjective perception of the various payment methods (Khan et al. 2015) and the related costs (Arango et al. 2015; Stavins 2018) also significantly influence household payment habits, and thereby transactional cash demand. These statements are also supported by the results of questionnaire surveys in Hungary (e.g. Végső et al. 2018). The paper by Bech et al. (2018) on demand for small-denomination notes also produces interesting results, namely that the average age of the population and per-capita-GDP play a significant role (the former in a positive, the latter in a negative direction).

3.2. Cash as a store of value

Most of the above referenced research projects focusing on transactional cash demand also attempted to gauge cash demand for savings purposes. But given the fact that according to households one of the biggest benefits of cash is anonymity (Végső et al. 2018), the self-declaration method is only moderately suitable to determine the actual size of this phenomenon.

Analyses performed using econometric tools provide a slightly more accurate picture. Anderson (1977), for example, developed a method taking banknote lifecycles into consideration, based on the observation that banknotes held for
savings purposes have lower wear-and-tear than their counterparts that are involved in day-to-day cash circulation. In contrast, Sumner (1990) determines the volume of cash holdings through the seasonality of demand for banknotes, as he feels that this type of demand does not show significant fluctuation within a given month or year, while in transactional cash usage a significant temporary growth is observed at the start of months and during major holidays. According to the findings of Bartzsch et al. (2011a, 2011b), whose analysis also uses the above-mentioned methods, a mere 10–15 per cent of euro banknotes issued in Germany at the beginning of the 2010s served transactional purposes. The ratio of cash held domestically as savings is estimated to be at an additional 10–30 per cent, while the remaining 60–70 per cent is taken abroad, presumably also for savings purposes. With regard to France, Politronacci et al. (2017) also determined similar ratios as far as the rate of transactional cash demand and cash demand for savings purposes are concerned, while the study by Assenmacher et al. (2019) using Swiss data showed that Swiss franc banknotes serve as store of value at a similar ratio of 55–70 per cent, with this proportion even greater for the highest denomination, the 1,000 CHF note,2 where it can exceed 90 per cent.

According to Fujiki – Nakashima (2019), savings held in cash represent a somewhat smaller part, 40–45 per cent of the total volume of Japanese yen banknotes, while the findings of Judson (2017) show that US dollar banknote savings in foreign hands alone could represent as much as 70 per cent. Although foreign demand is somewhat lower than the estimates for the US dollar, it may still play a significant role in the turnovers of the euro (Lalouette – Esselink 2018), the Swiss franc (Assenmacher et al. 2019), the British pound and the Canadian dollar (Flannigan – Parsons 2018). It should be noted that foreign demand for certain currencies can serve more than just savings purposes. For example, in Ecuador the US dollar has been legal tender since 2000, and since 2002 – based on their own unilateral decision – Kosovo and Montenegro have both been using euro banknotes and coins.

Jobst – Stix (2017) attempts to provide an explanation for the drastic rise in cash volume in the developed world in recent years, and the increase in cash holdings in particular. As part of a data analysis covering 70 countries, the authors establish that the most significant rises in the cash-to-GDP ratio can be linked to the financial crisis of 1929–1933, World War II and the financial crisis of 2007–2009, for both the US and Europe. According to the related hypothesis of the authors, the increasing cash demand for savings purposes currently observed worldwide cannot be solely explained by the low interest rate environment or the role of the shadow economy; it also requires the uncertainty generated by the socio-
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2 As per the exchange rate in December 2019, the value of the 1,000 CHF note was approximately HUF 300,000.
economic crisis that can impact the way of thinking of households, as well as the corporate and financial sector for many years.

The effect of the interest-rate environment on demand (for savings purposes) for high-denomination banknotes is confirmed by the analyses of both Sisak (2011) and Bech et al. (2018), however, the latter surprisingly were unable to show significant correlation in the countries they examined between variables expressing macro-economic uncertainty and demand for high-denomination notes.

3.3. Cash in the shadow economy

A frequent criticism of cash is that the liquidity and anonymity it provides is the perfect breeding ground for various illegal activities in the shadow economy. Former IMF and Fed economist and Harvard professor Kenneth Rogoff (2016) is of the same opinion. One of the key statements of his book entitled The Curse of Cash is that since cash currently plays an important role in financing corruption, smuggling and terrorism, its discontinuation would provide major assistance in eliminating these activities.

However, confirming or refuting this statement or determining the rate of cash used in the shadow economy is made extremely difficult by the fact that, on the one hand, on account of its illegality the extent of the shadow economy itself can only be estimated inaccurately, using indirect means, and on the other, within data analyses, the cash generated by illegal activities is very difficult to separate from legal transactions and legally held savings. Accordingly, the relevant international literature also contains numerous, often contradicting research results. Using data from multiple US states, Wright et al. (2017) come to the conclusion that moving social welfare and allowances to an electronic basis considerably reduced the rate of break-ins, thefts and street crime, while Immordino – Russo (2018) show significant correlation between tax avoidance (primarily meaning VAT fraud) and bank card use. Importantly, however, according to the authors the use of cards for payment purposes is linked to the reduction of tax avoidance, while cash withdrawals from ATMs show an opposite correlation. Examining the cash turnover of the euro area, Seitz et al. (2018) establishes that the estimated size of the shadow economy has no significant effect on demand for cash. Demand for the highest denominations statistically shows no significant correlation with illegal activities, and even in the case of medium denominations, only data for a few countries show correlation, but these are also weaker than expected. The regression analysis by the central bank of Germany (Deutsche Bundesbank 2019) shows significant positive correlation in certain cases between unemployment, the number of drug-related criminal offences and local cash demand, but due to the numerous uncertainty factors, the authors feel that the results are suitable to draw conclusions regarding the relationship of cash and the shadow economy only to a limited extent.
4. International comparison of domestic data

Correct interpretation of domestic processes requires familiarity with regional, European and global trends. The use of nominal values – or their percentage changes in order to avoid exchange rate fluctuations – may seem logical in comparing the outflow of cash and the cash volume in circulation, but the use of the so-called cash-to-GDP ratio is considerably more widespread in general practice. This particular indicator expresses the value of banknotes and coins in circulation relative to the gross domestic product of the given country. Its introduction is based on the underlying logic that the cash demand of a country’s economy can change even with constant household and corporate payment and savings habits, if the economy’s capacity increases or decreases. Another benefit in terms of comparability is that it is free of the distorting effects of exchange rate fluctuations.

Accordingly, the remaining part of the chapter only touches on conclusions drawn from nominal volume data and places greater emphasis on cash-to-GDP ratios as well as factors potentially impacting demand for cash. In addition, some international examples that provide lessons in respect of the current and future situation of cash are also presented in more detail.

4.1. Nominal cash volume

Examining the nominal data of the central banks of the euro area and the Central Eastern European region, we can establish that the strong increase in cash demand in recent years was not only typical of Hungary (Figure 3). Taking 2008, representing the start of the economic crisis, as a basis, we can observe that the volume of cash in circulation grew at a rate similar to Hungary in Romania and – until 2016 – in Poland as well. A constant, although in nominal terms considerably lower increase was seen in the Czech Republic and the euro area. It must, however, be emphasised that the examination of the nominal change in cash volume has very slight relevance if the economic indicators (e.g. inflation, income changes, interest rate level) typical of the given country are not taken into consideration.
As is the case in Hungary, it is not typical of the region that the highest-denomination banknote represents the majority of the cash volume in circulation. In recent years, a shift of the denomination structure towards higher denomination banknotes was seen essentially everywhere, but the increase in demand typically concerned the second or perhaps third highest denominations (Figure 4). The situation is slightly nuanced by the fact that, adjusted for purchasing power parity, the highest banknote denominations of the euro area and the examined countries are all (1.5–2.5 times) greater than the 20,000 HUF banknote, and that these high-value banknotes are typically not or are only rarely offered by ATMs. This allows us to reasonably assume that in these cases, savings purposes could also be significant for the second or perhaps the third-highest denominations as well. These data, therefore, do not allow us to clearly state that transactional demand in the neighbouring countries would have had proportionally greater effect on the growth of cash in circulation than in Hungary.

---

*The source of PPP conversion values is the World Economic Outlook (October 2019) database compiled by the IMF.*

*For the euro area, we considered the 200 EUR banknote to be the highest denomination, as the EUR 500 note — although still considered legal tender — has not been issued since April 2019, and its volume in circulation recently has essentially stagnated.*
An illustrative piece of data on the global state of cash is that, according to data from central banks, there are only two countries in the developed world that have seen a lasting nominal decline in the cash volume in circulation in recent years: Norway and Sweden. In the case of the former, the decline has been recorded only since 2015, while for the latter, the reduction in banknotes and coins in circulation has been ongoing for 10 years, but surprisingly the trend turned around in 2018. The value of cash in circulation in Sweden increased by 7.2 per cent during the year. The possible reasons for the earlier decrease are detailed in Sub-chapter 4.4.1.

4.2. Cash-to-GDP ratio

In respect of domestic data pertaining to this indicator, we can state that between 2012 and 2018 – similarly to nominal value – the cash-to-GDP ratio increased substantially in Hungary, rising by more than 150 per cent over the course of six years (Figure 5).
Comparing the Hungarian values for 2018 with the euro area and the EU Member States which have their own currency (as well as Switzerland), we come to the same conclusions as in examining the nominal increase. The Hungarian cash-to-GDP ratio can be considered high in a European comparison, but the difference is not outstanding, neither compared to the neighbouring countries nor to the euro area (Figure 6). According to the *World Cash Report* issued by British group G4S (2018), one of the world’s largest cash logistics providers, aggregate global cash in circulation relative to GDP has been continuously increasing since 2011, with its current estimated value at close to 10 per cent. The aggregate value for Europe is only slightly lower, at around 9 per cent, and is also characterised by continuous growth.

It is worth noting that the value of the indicator for the euro area is 2 percentage points higher than the Romanian data, and that – extending the comparison to other continents as well – it considerably exceeds the value for Turkey and is only 0.6 per cent behind the figure for India. This illustrates well that the cash-to-GDP ratio is not always suitable for comparing the level of development of the payment infrastructures of various countries, the rate of cash usage or the attitude of the population and companies towards cash. The fundamental reason for this is the significant difference between the central bank base rate in developed and developing countries both today and historically. Differences in foreign demand for the currency of a given country may also be substantial in some cases. Albeit

---

5 Based on the location of issuing cash into circulation, the cash-to-GDP ratio can also be estimated separately for the various Member States of the euro area, but these estimates are highly inaccurate on account of the extensive flow of cash between these countries, and can only be used to draw reliable conclusions to a limited extent; consequently, they are not taken into consideration in this analysis.
to a considerably lesser extent than the aspects above, cultural factors influencing the consumption and savings habits of households may also play a role.

**Figure 6**
Cash as a percentage of GDP in 2008 and 2018 in Hungary, as well as certain countries in Europe and the world

![Cash as a percentage of GDP](image)

*Note: *In the case of China, the most recent data available at the time of this study is from 2017.*

*Source: BIS and national central banks*

*Khiaonarong and Humphrey* (2019) provide further criticism on using the cash-to-GDP ratio. They are of the opinion that the ratio would only have the meaning attributed to it if it did not take the whole of GDP, but only its components arising from consumption into consideration, as this is the area were cash would actually be used. However, applying their proposal is made very difficult because the necessary data in many of the countries examined in this paper are not available. In addition, the authors only take into consideration to a limited extent that the majority of the cash volume presumably serves savings and not consumption purposes.

### 4.3. Factors explaining the domestic increase of cash in circulation

As previously presented, the increase of cash in circulation in Hungary is almost exclusively the result of rising demand for higher denominations, and this phenomenon is also observed – to varying degrees – in some of the neighbouring countries.

Given that higher denominations primarily serve savings purposes, we can conclude that changes in household savings habits may have a significant impact on cash demand. The opportunity costs of cash holding depend strongly on the central bank base rate, meaning that the development of the base rate level may
explain the different changes in cash volumes in the given countries as shown in Figure 6. This is particularly striking in the case of Japan, where the base rate – that has been near zero since the mid-1990s – is accompanied by a cash-to-GDP ratio that is outstanding even by global standards, but it is also true for Turkey or India that interest rates which are high in an international comparison result in lower cash-to-GDP ratios than in countries of the developed world. Although the growth in Hungary observed since 2012 is significantly impacted by the low interest rate level (see for example Lybek – Dybczak 2019), this in itself does not explain the differences compared to the neighbouring countries, as this phenomenon can be seen in practically all countries in Europe.

Further interesting conclusions may be drawn for Hungary from the joint examination of cash in circulation, the central bank base rate and the euro exchange rate (Figure 7). We can observe that the EUR/HUF exchange rate and the volume of cash in circulation typically changed in an identical direction between 2008 and 2012, meaning that the weakening of the HUF against the EUR was accompanied by an increase in cash demand. As far as key international currencies are concerned, similar phenomena are seen (see for example Miller 2017), but the underlying reason for these is primarily demand from abroad, which in the case of the forint is presumably negligible. In the period reviewed, the role of the exchange rate – as the indicator expressing the stability and performance of the financial-economic system – in Hungary may be more dominant, as the sudden dips of the HUF were typically linked to crisis situations, which may have also been accompanied by a loss of confidence from households in the banking system.

Figure 7
Percentage changes in the value of cash in circulation and the EUR/HUF exchange rate, and the central bank base rate between 2008 and 2019

Note: For cash in circulation and EUR/HUF exchange rate: 2008Q1 = 100%
Source: MNB
Figure 7 shows the breaking point in the data series in 2012–2013, i.e. the acceleration of the increase in cash volume, which more or less coincides with the start of the rate-cutting period. In the lower interest rate environment, cash is no longer simply a ‘safe haven’, but also a realistic form of savings for the long term. At the same time, the financial transaction levy was also introduced, which also may have had a significant impact on cash demand, primarily through the transactional use of higher denominations (for more details, see the end of this Sub-chapter).

The European Central Bank coordinated a series of surveys in two phases in recent years on household savings habits as well as the factors impacting these habits, and both the MNB (MNB 2017 and MNB 2019b) and the National Bank of Poland (NBP 2015 and NBP 2017) were involved in these surveys. The common conclusion drawn from the surveys is that in the years reviewed, in line with the increase in incomes, the value of households’ financial assets also rose substantially in both countries, but for questions pertaining to cash holdings, the willingness to respond was extremely low, making it more expedient to rely on data from national accounts.

HCSO data between 2008 and 2018 clearly show that starting from 2012, the value of cash holdings increased continuously and at a strong rate, while the expansion of deposit volumes is considerably more moderate (Figure 8). Impressively, the ratio of cash among household assets grew from 21 per cent to 33 per cent between 2012 and 2018. According to Jobst – Stix (2017), the possible reasons for this could include the financial and socio-economic uncertainty caused by the economic crisis of 2007–2009 and the crisis in the euro area between 2010–2013, which may have pushed households towards holding cash, which they perceived...
as more reliable. In Hungary, this effect and – as a result – the loss of confidence in banks may have been spurred by the liquidation of numerous brokerage firms and credit institutions in 2014 and 2015.

The objectives of the Hungarian Government Security Plus product issued from June 2019, offering above-market returns with low risk, included reducing the cash hoarding of households, but MNB data show that this was not realised in the first few months. Cash in circulation increased – albeit at a decelerating rate – between June and September 2019 versus the same period of the preceding year (rising by HUF 135 billion and HUF 278 billion, respectively), and this essentially coincides with the trends observed in the first five months of 2019, which also reflect deceleration (growth of HUF 62 billion and HUF 350 billion, respectively).

The rise in the ratio of households’ financial assets held in cash stands out, both in comparison to neighbouring countries and the euro area, although a slight shift towards cash holdings can be observed for Romania and Poland as well starting from 2012 (Figure 9). Lybek – Dybczak (2019) examined the effects of banking sector crises and the resulting economic uncertainty on cash volume, specifically looking at Hungary, using data from between 2000 and 2018 and applying regression analysis, but the authors were unable to show any significant correlation. Although the effect of the above phenomena on households’ way of thinking is difficult to quantify, diminishing the reliability of results, is still allows us to conclude that the crises of the past decade in themselves do not provide sufficient explanation for the strong growth in Hungarian cash demand.

Figure 9
Ratio of cash in households’ financial assets between 2008 and 2018 in some Central Eastern European countries and the euro area
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Note: * In the case of the euro area, the data series is only available from 2012.
Source: Calculation based on HCSO and Eurostat data
We should also take into consideration the possibility that, in some cases, high denominations may also serve transactional purposes, meaning that in addition to long-term savings, holding cash could also be aimed at settling future transactions. According to the previously mentioned results of Flannigan – Parsons (2018), such transactions could include payments related to home purchases and renovations, although the real estate price indexes of Hungary and the neighbouring countries (using MNB and Eurostat data) show no significant correlation with demand for cash; this is well illustrated by the fact that between 2008 and 2018, Romania saw a strong increase in cash volume while the price index dropped.

The financial transaction levy – which in this particular form is only typical of Hungary – may have an impact pointing to the transactional use of high denominations, as it concerns retail and corporate banking transactions (in the case of the former only over HUF 20,000) as well as cash withdrawals (with the exception of the free-of-charge withdrawal twice a month, in a value of HUF 150,000 at the most, as set out by legal regulations). According to the survey-based results of Belházyné et al. (2018), large-amount cash transactions became more frequent between 2013 and 2017 in the Hungarian SME sector, while according to Végső et al. (2018), in a European comparison Hungarian households typically withdraw larger amounts of cash to optimise banking costs, which necessarily also involves withdrawing higher denomination banknotes. According to the regression analysis by Lybek – Dybczak (2019), the introduction of the financial transaction levy explains the stronger growth in cash demand observed after 2013 (Figure 7). However, according to the authors, the new national instant payment system set to launch in March 2020 and impacting all banks, could – with suitable pricing – play a key role in mitigating the rate of cash transactions.

4.4. Lessons from international examples

The following section presents the cash landscape characteristics of a few countries not discussed in the previous sub-chapter, but shown in Figure 6, primarily focusing on states that have unique properties that can be well outlined.

4.4.1. Sweden

Among the countries examined, the situation of Sweden is perhaps the most unique, as – except for Norway where this trend started only in 2015 – this is the only country where a lasting, continuous drop in nominal cash volume was seen in the past decade, while the cash-to-GDP ratio also halved between 2012 and 2018. According to Arvidsson (2019), this phenomenon owed much to the decision of the central bank of Sweden providing a very short period of only a few months to exchange old, high-denomination banknotes withdrawn from circulation when it issued its new banknote series in the 2010s. Together with a wave of bank robberies committed in the country shortly before which received significant
publicity, this greatly undermined confidence in cash as a simple and secure means of savings. At the same time, the Swedish government implemented measures to combat the shadow economy and to reduce tax avoidance, which specifically targeted the construction industry and various household services (e.g. gardening, child supervision), thereby primarily reducing transactional cash demand but, to a smaller extent, cash demand for savings purposes as well. In addition, Arvidsson (2019) and Engert et al. (2019) emphasise the role of the spread of cashless bank branches which, on the one hand, motivated retailers to favour electronic payments in both buyer and supplier relationships and, on the other, by limiting the use of cash, presumably continued to lower the popularity of holding savings in cash.

Overall, we can establish that Sweden managed to accomplish a lasting, significant reduction of cash in circulation primarily by reducing cash held for savings purposes. The reduction of transactional cash usage was of a similar rate in other developed countries, including Norway, Denmark (Smestad 2017), Canada (Engert et al. 2019), the Netherlands (Jonker et al. 2018) or the United Kingdom (Greenham – Travers-Smith 2019), but this in itself was insufficient to reduce nominal volume.

Moreover, it should also be mentioned that following the 2002 issue of euro banknotes, Finland (neighbours to Sweden) saw a stronger-than-expected surge in cash demand, which was not supported by local household transaction data (Kangas 2019). As this period more or less coincides with the 2006–2007 start of the drop observed in Sweden, it is also possible that the Swedish population keeps some of its cash holdings in euro banknotes from Finland instead of Swedish krona.

4.4.2. Israel

From a Hungarian perspective, the example of Israel has particular relevance, as it is one of the few countries where – similarly to Hungary – the two highest-denomination banknotes\(^6\) represent the majority of cash in circulation (54 per cent and 27 per cent, respectively, according to end-2018 data from the central bank). According to the assumptions of the Israeli government, high-denomination banknotes facilitate tax avoidance as well as the operation of the shadow economy, which is why a bill was submitted in 2015 aimed at prohibiting high-volume cash transactions as well as exaggerated cash holdings mainly rooted in cultural reasons, which applied to both business payments as well as payments between private individuals (Fein 2018). After numerous amendments and lengthy social debate, the bill was passed by the Israeli parliament in February 2018, with the law entering into force on 1 January 2019 (Fein 2019).

\(^6\) As per the exchange rate in December 2019, the value of the 200 ILS note was approximately HUF 17,000.
The law capped cash transactions at ILS 11,000 (after adjustment for purchasing power parity approximately HUF 380,000) in business transactions, and at ILS 50,000 (after adjustment with purchasing power parity approximately HUF 1.74 million) for transactions between private individuals. According to the data of the Bank of Israel, the value of cash in circulation in the country in 2019 stagnated afterwards, but this is not considerably different from the trend of previous years showing decelerating growth. This is why it may be useful down the line to examine whether the composition of Israeli cash volume changes in the long term as a result of the act, whether the expected growth in tax revenues and the suppression of the shadow economy is realised, and whether the measure causes problems for the part of the population that has no access to bank accounts.

4.4.3. India

In 2016, the government of India turned to an even more drastic method, so-called demonetisation, to suppress large-scale cash transactions and cash holdings linked to the shadow economy. With an unexpected announcement by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 8 November, the highest-domination 500 INR and 1,000 INR banknotes were withdrawn from circulation with effect at midnight the same day, with the government providing only until the end of the year to exchange them. According to the report of the Reserve Bank of India (2017), more than 99 per cent of withdrawn banknotes were exchanged by the deadline set, but the cash-to-GDP ratio only dropped temporarily.

Accordingly, the measure accomplished its initial goal only to a limited extent, but it did lead to a serious crisis nationwide, which in turn also impacted agricultural production and employment. The temporary cash shortage arising during demonetisation, in contrast to the government’s intentions, reinforced the role of the informal economy, and overall had a highly negative impact on poorer classes living in rural areas that had no large amount savings or access to bank accounts (Guérin et al. 2017). In addition, Chodorow-Reich et al. (2018) used mathematical models to confirm that regions where cash shortage arising as a result of demonetisation was greater saw a more substantial decline in both the performance of the economy and lending.

4.4.4. China

Chinese households have a traditionally high savings rate – which has actually started dropping in recent years – with a particularly high share of cash holdings (Zhang et al. 2018). As a result of the financial liberalisation seen in the 2010s and the higher yields offered by the increasingly robust shadow banking system (Elliott et al. 2015), the popularity of cash holdings seems to be dropping today, and one consequence of this is a decline in the cash-to-GDP ratio. Another contributing
factor may be the relatively low value of the highest banknote denomination. It must also be noted that the Chinese payment landscape is strongly characterised by the swift spread of innovative cashless solutions. By this, we primarily refer to mobile phone payments (G4S 2018), but this is also where payment methods based on facial recognition (i.e. not requiring any other tools for the transaction) first appeared in great numbers.

4.4.5. South Korea and Japan

These two countries primarily merit mention because in the South Asian region these were the only two countries where a strong increase in the cash-to-GDP ratio was observed in recent years. In Japan, this growth started from an already very high base, the main reason for which according to Fujiki – Nakashima (2019) was cash demand for savings purposes, which accounts for 40–45 per cent of total volume. According to the authors, the expansion of cash holdings in recent years and even today exceeds the reduction arising from the spread of electronic payment solutions. The reasons for the high volume of cash holdings include the base rate that has been near zero since the mid-1990s, the ageing of society and, on a related note, attempts to avoid the exceptionally high inheritance tax (Shirai – Sugandi 2019).

In the case of South Korea, the cash-to-GDP ratio was considered to be low back at the beginning of the 2010s, but in the past decade the volume of cash in circulation increased so dynamically that its rate relative to GDP growth significantly exceeded even the values typical in Hungary (Figure 6). To a great extent, this was potentially the result of savings held in cash, which is also confirmed by the decision of the Bank of Korea to issue, prior to this increase, a new banknote in 2009 with a value higher than any of the denominations in circulation until that point.8

It should also be mentioned that at the same time, based on data by the central bank, transactional cash usage showed a continuous, swift decline, with today more than 80 per cent of payments made electronically. Furthermore, in 2017 (on a trial basis), the government launched the ‘coinless society’ programme, as part of which consumers can choose to load the change they receive from small purchases directly to pre-paid cards or their bank account.9

---

7 As per the exchange rate in December 2019, the value of the CNY 100 note was approximately HUF 4,200.
8 As per the exchange rate in December 2019, the value of the KRW 50,000 note was approximately HUF 12,600.
5. What will the future bring?

Given that the cash demand of both the whole world economy and the various states is the result of highly complex processes, related forecasts often prove highly inaccurate. This chapter briefly introduces the potential methodologies of forecasting as well as their limitations, and then presents the possible future of a cashless society along with the social risks this entails, also touching on the issue of central bank digital currency.

5.1. Opportunities of forecasting cash demand

Cash circulation and demand for cash have undergone numerous structural changes in the past decade, which also makes forecasting difficult because as a result, past data only have limited explanatory power regarding the future. The associates of central banks and analysts project the continued reduction of cash usage in the developed world (for example Lalouette – Esselink 2018 in respect of the euro area, or Perkins 2019 for the US), but it has become clear that this phenomenon does not necessarily result in a drop in cash in circulation.

Miller (2017) uses the methodological framework developed by the Bank of England to present the importance of breaking the demand for cash down into components, and also that to achieve appropriate robustness, in addition to econometric modelling – which for instance takes household consumption, the interest rate environment and exchange rates into account as well – it is also necessary to consider qualitative factors, such as potential changes in the regulatory environment or the various directions of technological progress. In respect of cash, he also highlights the importance of forecasts having the primary objective not of determining accurate values in the future, but rather defining the range of possible outcomes, along with the accompanying probabilities.

5.2. Vision and risks of a cashless society

While the complete disappearance of cash may seem very distant when one examines the aggregate Hungarian or European Union data, officials at the Bank of Sweden are already trying to prepare the country’s population for the possibility of a cashless society (Skingsley 2018). However, going cashless does not represent positive changes for all. According to an analysis by Greenham – Travers-Smith (2019) – which formulated recommendations for Great Britain, which is at the forefront of reducing transactional cash usage – 12 per cent of the British population, by their own admission, would be unable to carry out day-to-day transactions without cash. This group primarily includes the elderly and low-income people, meaning that the abolishment of cash would have the greatest impact on societal

---

10 Transactional cash, cash for savings purposes, foreign demand, and cash usage by the shadow economy, for more details see Chapter 4.
classes that are already vulnerable. The end of potential anonymity may also have a negative impact on many, and the household surveys conducted in the countries concerned (for Denmark, for example, see Smestad 2017) clearly show that many people also want cash to remain accessible for purely subjective reasons.

Beyond social risks, moving payments fully to electronic platforms also entails other, primarily technology-related risks. According to Almedia et al. (2018), in a cashless society the potential errors or breakdowns of communication and electricity networks or the servers operating payment systems – that may be caused by natural disasters or even external attacks – would represent a risk considerably greater than those seen currently. Based on the Fed’s data (Bau – O’Brien 2019), recent natural disasters in the United States (Hurricane Harvey, for example, that swept through Texas and Louisiana in 2017) generated extremely high cash demand locally in the regions affected, even in the weeks preceding the actual disaster. This phenomenon confirms that the role of cash as a security reserve continues to be extremely important for households.

As a result, public discourse and communication by central banks is increasingly striving to replace the concept of ‘cashless’ and trying to emphasise the use of ‘less cash’ (John 2019). Although the continuous drop in transactional cash usage over the long term does point to a complete disappearance of cash as a means of payment, on the one hand, based on current experiences this does not necessarily incur the elimination of cash as a form of savings and, on the other, the social concerns regarding cashlessness may also justify maintaining the cash infrastructure for additional decades.

A key element of visions aimed at completely getting rid of banknotes and coins is the option of central bank digital currency. This solution ideally allows for the elimination of manufacturing and distribution costs linked to cash by ensuring – with appropriate state and central bank supervision – that no part of the population is under threat of being excluded from the financial system, as this would allow for the elimination of the monopoly of commercial banks and card companies in the field of electronic payments. Although we see numerous pilot and research projects examining the possibilities of implementation (Canada, China, Norway, Uruguay as per Mancini-Griffoli et al. 2018), there are currently no practical examples of central bank digital currency today, with perhaps the plans of the Bank of Sweden in the most advanced phase (Söderberg 2018). The BIS (Barontini – Holden 2019) recently concluded an international survey on this topic, while the IMF (Khiaonarong – Humphrey 2019) published a comprehensive study on the same.
6. Summary

If we ask the question of whether we use too much cash, the best answer would be that although we are not using too much to make payments, we can still state that compared to the examples seen in neighbouring countries, the volume of cash in circulation today in Hungary is too high, but it primarily serves savings purposes. There is still room to grow in increasing the share of electronic payment solutions in Hungary, but we can establish that the Hungarian population is using less and less cash in line with international trends. In contrast, the volume of cash in circulation in both Hungary and the majority of developed countries is continuously rising, typically at a rate even greater than GDP growth. The key drivers of the change in Hungary – not in unprecedented fashion – are higher-denomination banknotes which, beyond making payments, households also use as an instrument of savings. This may be explained by, among other things, the permanent low-interest rate environment, the uncertainty generated by the economic crises of the past decade as well as the resulting distrust in the banking system. The role of the financial transaction levy is not negligible either, which is assumed to have an impact on the rate of higher-value cash transactions.

At first glance, the continuously increasing cash demand in Hungary may seem extreme, however – even at an international level – there are very few examples of a lasting reduction of cash in circulation, and in all such cases accomplishing this required the concurrent existence of multiple factors aimed at preventing both the use and holding of cash. In the case of Hungary, an achievable goal seems to be to reduce the average growth rate of cash in circulation to the levels seen in the euro area or the Czech Republic in the short term. The rollout of the instant payment system in 2020 could represent a major step forward down the line in accomplishing this, but reducing the fees charged for banking services or the continued promotion of attractive and accessible savings instruments could also induce favourable changes (such as the Hungarian Government Security Plus issued in 2019). However, one important lesson to draw from recent international trends and research based on these trends – a lesson that could also impact domestic cash demand in the future – is that in the wake of a global economic recession or crisis, the cash demand of households may increase significantly, even over the long run.
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